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Federico García Lorca (Fuente Vaqueros, Granada, 5 de junio de 1898 – entre Víznar y Alfacar,
ibídem, 19 de agosto de 1936) fue un poeta, dramaturgo y prosista español, también conocido
por su destreza en muchas otras artes. Adscrito a la llamada Generación del 27, es el poeta de
mayor influencia y popularidad de la literatura española del siglo XX. Como dramaturgo, se le
considera una de las cimas del teatro español del siglo XX, junto con Valle-Inclán y Buero
Vallejo.Murió ejecutado tras la sublevación militar de la Guerra Civil Española, por su afinidad
con el Frente Popular y por ser abiertamente homosexual

“Watching a talented writer take a risk is one of the pleasures of devoted reading, and On Such
a Full Sea provides all that and more. . . . Lee has always been preoccupied by the themes of
hope and betrayal, by the tensions that arise in small lives in the midst of great social change.
His marvelous new book, which imagines a future after the breakdown of our own society takes
on those concerns with his customary mastery of quiet detail—and a touch of the fantastic. . . .
With On Such a Full Sea, he has found a new way to explore his old preoccupation: the oft-told
tale of the desperate, betraying, lonely human heart.”—Andrew Sean Greer, The New York
Times Book Review“I've never been a fan of grand hyperbolic declarations in book reviews, but
faced with On Such a Full Sea, I have no choice but to ask: Who is a greater novelist than Chang-
rae Lee today?”—Porochista Khakpour, The Los Angeles Times“In his latest and boldest novel,
On Such a Full Sea, Lee’s characters are Chinese immigrant workers in the United States—
specifically Chinese workers from a long-elapsed China toiling in a fast-declining America a
century or so from now. For Lee’s heroine, Fan, the issue is not acclimatization but self-
discovery. The adventures of this feisty yet wary protagonist, together with a bleak but arresting
vision of the future, keep the reader rapt and concerned for the fate of both beleaguered
character and battered brave new world.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune“Now with On Such a Full
Sea, one of our most silken storytellers, Chang-rae Lee, has imagined how it all goes wrong in
the darkest installment of this literary night terror yet. The menace of Lee’s book derives from
how closely it resembles reality. The haves and have-nots in his world are neatly balkanized.
Cities produce, suburbs consume, and only the rich can afford the health care that keeps them
alive. . . . With this strange and magically grim book, Chang-rae Lee has allowed us to leave the
familiar behind, all so we can see it more clearly.”—The Boston Globe“[On Such a Full Sea is]
not just a fully realized, time-jumping narrative of an audacious young girl in search of lost loved
ones, but an exploration of the meaning and function of narrative, of illusion and delusion, of
engineered personalities and faint promises of personhood, and of one powerful nation's
disappearance and how that indelibly affects another.”—Chicago Tribune"The most striking
dystopian novels sound an alarm, focus our attention and even change the language. The



Handmaid’s Tale crystallized our fears about reproductive control; Fahrenheit 451 still flames
discussions of censorship; and 1984 is the lens through which we watch the Obama
administration watching us. Chang-rae Lee’s unsettling new novel, On Such a Full Sea, arrives
from that same frightening realm of total oversight and pinched individuality. . . . A brilliant, deeply
unnerving portrait."—The Washington Post"Should every talented novelist have a go at
dystopia? Probably not, but we can thank the gods of chaos that the trendy genre fell into the
hands of Chang-rae Lee. Over four novels, Lee has mastered the art of lyrical realist portraiture,
breathing life into immigrants at sea in modern America. Taking a bold turn with his fifth, On
Such a Full Sea, he's equally deft at envisioning a failed America. . . . As Fan's wild journey takes
her across the socioeconomic strata, Lee's novel brilliantly satisfies the genre's prime directive,
which is to reveal the awful present by means of the terrible future."—GQ"[The] haunting On
Such a Full Sea . . . recalls the work of Cormac McCarthy and Kazuo Ishiguro. Here Lee weaves
multiple plots into an ambitious epic showcasing a fearless fish-tank-diver heroine as she treks
across a devastated landscape. . . . With its appealing protagonist as narrative glue, On Such a
Full Sea layers stories within stories, building to its final, resonant catharsis."—O, The Oprah
Magazine"Chang-rae Lee . . . is best known for realistic fiction about displaced characters of
Asian descent. He sets his latest work, On Such a Full Sea, in a chaotic, dystopian America, but
I'm happy to report that at its heart it's still very much another deeply soulful Chang-rae Lee
novel. . . . The dystopia of On Such a Full Sea isn't showy. As in Kazuo Ishiguro's Never Let Me
Go, there's a welcome absence of sterile white laboratories and grand displays of oppression.
instead Lee relies on specific, indelible images—a family of toothless acrobats who feed
humans to their dogs, a group of anime-eyed girls held captive in a wealthy Charter woman's
home—and his usual perceptive writing to get at the warped morality that can drive a world into
decline."—Entertainment Weekly“Chang-rae Lee’s On Such A Full Sea is so elegiac that it
almost collapses into a morass of sorrow, yet it’s so well crafted it’s impossible not to see the
story to its end. With his latest novel, Lee creates a world far into the future, where the
boundaries between countries have frayed and a semi-dystopian state has arisen. Although
Orwellian themes linger in the background, the book itself is really about one woman, and the
symbol she becomes to the village she leaves behind.”—A.V. Club (A)"[A] moving new novel."—
Vanity Fair"[A] riveting story . . . Lee’s brilliantly rendered dystopia resembles our America.”—
More"Lee's prose is sumptuous and at dimes discursive, and for that reason, this is a novel that
demands the reader's full engagement. The rewards for that commitment are considerable; On
Such a Full Sea is an elegiac and often unsettling glimpse of a future that could be closer than
we'd like to think."—Bookpage"It's an engrossing read, and Lee's skills as a world builder of the
finest order are evident in every chapter."—Publishers Weekly (starred review)“Lee, always
entrancing and delving, takes a truly radical leap in this wrenching yet poetic, philosophical,
even mystical speculative odyssey. . . . Lee brilliantly and wisely dramatizes class stratification
and social disintegration, deprivation and sustenance both physical and psychic, reflecting, with
rare acuity, on the evolution of legends and how, in the most hellish of circumstances, we



rediscover the solace of art. Electrifying.”—Booklist (starred review) “The title alone is an
astonishing feat of encapsulated genius from the inimitable Lee. . . . Brilliant . . . A heart-thumping 
adventure.”—Library Journal (starred review)"A harrowing and fully imagined vision of dystopian
America from Lee. . . . The potency and strangeness of [his]characters never diminish the sense
that Lee has written an allegory of our current predicaments, and the narration, written in the
collective voice of B-Mor, gives the novel the tone of a timeless and cautionary fable. Welcome
and surprising proof that there’s plenty of life in end-of-the-world storytelling."—Kirkus (starred
review)About the AuthorChang-rae Lee is the author of Native Speaker, winner of the
Hemingway Foundation/PEN/Hemingway Award for first fiction; A Gesture Life; Aloft; and The
Surrendered, winner of the Dayton Peace Prize and a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize. Selected by
The New Yorker as one of the “20 Writers for the 21st Century,” Chang-rae Lee is Professor
professor in the Lewis Center for the Arts at Princeton University and the a Shinhan
Distinguished Visiting Professor at Yonsei University.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All
rights reserved.IT IS KNOWN WHERE WE COME FROM, BUT NO ONE MUCH cares about
things like that anymore. We think, Why bother? Except for a lucky few, everyone is from
someplace, but that someplace, it turns out, is gone. You can search it, you can find pix or vids
that show what the place last looked like, in our case a gravel-colored town of stoop-shouldered
buildings on a riverbank in China, shorn hills in the distance. Rooftops a mess of wires and junk.
The river tea-still, a swath of black. And blunting it all is a haze that you can almost smell, a
smell, you think, you don’t want to breathe in.So what does it matter if the town was razed one
day, after our people were trucked out? What difference does it make that there’s almost nothing
there now? It was on the other side of the world, which might as well be a light-year away.
Though probably it was mourned when it was thriving. People are funny that way; even the most
miserable kind of circumstance can inspire a genuine throb of nostalgia.The blood was
pumping, yes? Weren’t we alive!You can bet that where we live now was mourned, too, in its
time, and though it may be surprising to consider, someday this community might be
remembered as an excellent place, even by those of us who recognize its shortcomings. But we
don’t wish to dwell on the unhappier details. Most would agree that any rational person would
leap at the chance of living here in B-Mor, given what it’s like out there, beyond the walls. In the
open counties. And even those relative few who’ve secured a spot in the Charter villages might
find certain aspects of life here enviable, though they would definitely never say so.We, on the
other hand, will offer this: you can rely on the time here, the tread of the hours. If you think about
it, there’s little else that’s more important than having a schedule, and better yet, counting on that
schedule; it helps one to sleep more soundly, to work steadily through one’s shift, maybe even to
digest the hearty meals, and finally to enjoy all the free time available to us, right up to the last
minutes of the evening. Then, if the stars are out—and they do seem to be out most every night
now—we can sit together in our backyards and wave a hand to neighbors over the fences and
view our favorite programs while sitting in the open air and authentically believe that this stretch
of sky sings its chorus of light for us alone.Who would tell us we are wrong? Let them come



forward. Let them try to shake our walls. Our footings are dug deep. And if they like, they can
even bring up the tale of Fan, the young woman whose cause has been taken up by a startling
number of us. She’s now gone from here, and whether she’s enduring or suffering or dead is a
matter for her household, whatever their disposition. They are gone, too, transferred to another
facility in the far west, the best scenario for them after the strife she caused.We can talk about
her openly because hers is no grand tragedy, no apocalypse of the soul or of our times. Yes,
there are those who would like to believe otherwise; that each and every being in the realm is a
microcosm of the realm. That we are heartened and chastened and diminished and elevated by
a singular reflection. This is a fetching idea, metaphorically and otherwise, most often enlisted
for promoting the greater good. But more and more we can see that the question is not whether
we are “individuals.” We can’t help but be, this has been proved, case by case. We are not
drones or robots and never will be. The question, then, is whether being an “individual” makes a
difference anymore. That it can matter at all. And if not, whether we in fact care.Did Fan care
about such things? We can’t be certain. We know much about her daily life but that still leaves a
great deal to be deter-mined. She was perhaps brighter than most, certainly less talkative, but
otherwise, in terms of character, not terribly distinctive. Nor would anyone have thought that she
could do the thing she did. Such a lamentable action!She did stand out physically, and not
because she was beautiful. She was pleasing enough to look at. She was tiny, was the thing,
just150 centimeters (or not quite five feet tall), and slim besides, which made her the perfect size
for her job in the tanks. At sixteen she had the stature of a girl of eleven or twelve, and thereby,
when first encountered, she could appear to possess a special perspective that one might
automatically call “wisdom” but is perhaps more a kind of timelessness of view, the capacity, as
a child might have, to see things and people and events without the muddle of the present and
all it contains. Perhaps Fan truly had that kind of clarity, and not just a semblance of it.But if we
may, let us picture her before the trouble, just as she was, clad in black neoprene, only the pale
gleam of her bare feet and hands and face to indicate her humanity. Once she pulled on gloves
and flippers and her eye mask, she looked like a creature of prey, a sleek dark seabird knifing
into the waters. Of course, that’s not what she did in the tanks, where her job was to husband
and nurture the valuable fish that allow our community to do so well in this mostly difficult world.
She was one of the best in her function as a diver, easily able to hold her breath for two minutes
or more while she scrubbed and vacuumed and replaced tubing and filters, and patched
whatever tears had formed in the linings, a half-weight vest to hold her beneath the surface.
Even that was almost too heavy for her and she would have to bend her knees while at the
bottom of the two-meter-deep water and propel herself upward to breathe, before descending
again, her various tools attached to her work belt.Once submerged, a diver is not easily seen.
Given all the fish in the water—naturally as many healthy fish are raised as possible—she is a
mere shadow among them, trained to do her tasks quickly and unobtrusively. That is why she
uses no special breathing apparatus aside from a snorkel, compressed gases causing too much
of a disturbance. Fearful fish are not happy fish. The diver is not “one of them” but is part of the



waterscape from the time they are hatchlings, and they see her customary form and the
repeated cadence of her movements and the gentle motor of her flippered feet that must come
to them like a motherly lullaby. A dream-song of refuge, right up to the moment of harvest. The
diver is there at harvest, of course, and sees to it that the very last of them finds its way into the
chute. And it is only then, for the span of the few hours while the tank is being cleaned and
filtered before the next generation of hatchlings is released, that the water is clear of activity, that
the diver is alone.How somber a period that must be. The constant light from the grow bulbs
filtering through the canopy of vegetables and herbs and ornamental flowers suspended above
the tanks throws blue-green glints about the facility walls, this cool Ebook Libraryian hue that
suggests a fecundity primordial and unceasing. The diver inspects each aquarium, which is
roughly the dimension of a badminton court, and by the end she is exhausted not by the work or
holding her breath but instead from the strange exertion of pushing against the emptiness. For
she is accustomed to the buoying lift of their numbers, how sometimes the fish seem to gird her
and bear her along the tank walls like a living scaffold, or perhaps lead her to one of their dead
by swarming about its upended corpse, or even playfully school them- selves into just her shape
and become her mirror in the water. At the pellet drop they are simply fish again and thrash
upward, mouths agape, the vibrato of the water chattering and electric, as if bees were madly
attempting to pass through her suit. And wouldn’t it be truth enough to speak of those bristling
hundreds as not only being cared for by the diver but as serving to shepherd her, too, through
the march of days?For who is she, given the many hours she and all the other members of her
household spend at their jobs and how generally sparse their conversation is during downtime
or when they’re having their morning or evening meal while watching a vid or game? All around
B-Mor it’s much the same, which is happy enough. But maybe it’s the laboring that gives you
shape. Might the most fulfilling times be those spent solo at your tasks, literally immersed or not,
when you are able to uncover the smallest surprises and unlikely details of some process or
operation that in turn exposes your proclivities and prejudices both? And whether or not there is
anything to be done about it, you begin to learn what you value most.For Fan, more than the
other divers, took to the tanks with a quiet abandon, rarely climbing out at the ending hour to
peel herself of the suiting in the changing room with the others. She would appear just as they
were leaving for home, or if she didn’t and they grew concerned, someone would go to her tanks
and check that she was still working. For divers have perished from time to time, as they can
believe too well that they are one of the throng. But Fan would be there, simply swimming about,
scrubbing or patching, and the other diver would splash the water and wait until Fan surfaced
with a thumbs-up. She once told us that she almost preferred being in the tanks than out in the
air of B-Mor, that she liked the feeling of having to hold her breath and go against her nature,
which made her more aware of herself as this mere, lone body. In the hour or so after the shift,
with no more tasks to be done, she would pull her knees to her chest and drift to the bottom and
stay there in that crouch until her lungs screamed for forgiveness. She wasn’t inviting oblivion or
even testing herself but rather summoning a different kind of force that would transform not her



but the composition of the realm, make it so the water could not harm her. And we would say,
Please, Fan, please, you cannot truly believe this, and she would almost smile and mostly nod
but the impression you were left with was that she did, in fact, believe in such a possibility. And if
that is an indication of her instability, everything else that happened makes sense and no more
needs to be accounted for.But let’s suppose another way of considering her, which was that she
had a special conviction of imagination. Few of us do, to be honest. We wish and wish and often
with fury but never very deeply. For if we did, we’d see how the world can sometimes split open,
in just the way we hope. That it and we are, in fact, unbounded. Free.Not that this means Fan
was wholly in the right. Though we will not say this of her boyfriend, Reg. He was just anybody
else, in most people’s view, except perhaps that he was tall and had the most beautiful skin one
might ever see. This sounds silly, but this was Reg, in a phrase. His skin was the color of a
smooth river stone, though one that’s lighter than those around it, a wheat-brown, buttery hue
that seemed to glow warmer in the pale illumination of the grow facility. That’s where they met, as
he took care of the deck of vegetables that perched over her tanks. His long arms could easily
reach the inner sections to plant and pollinate, prune and harvest, and it’s a fetching image of
the two of them, he standing high on his ladder that rolled side to side on a track, she paddling in
the cool waters below, both at labor for the good of our community like any responsible
pair.Workers in the grow facility regularly become romantically involved, there’s no rule or code
against it, and there are probably dozens of families in our part of B-Mor originating from such
unions; we ourselves derive from two of the first generations of growers, this well before the fish
tanks were laid in. Stability is all here in B-Mor; it’s what we ultimately produce, day by night by
day, both what we grow for consumption and how we are organized in neighborhood teams, the
bonds of blood or sexual love relied upon equally to sup- port our constitution. In this difficult era
the most valuable commodity is the unfailing turn of the hours and how they retrieve for us the
known harbor of yesterday, and in this sense, too, there was really nothing to alarm about Fan
and Reg, who were just another estimable couple, if almost comically mismatched in height as
they strolled the neighborhood on the more pleasant evenings.But one day, toward the end of
the shift, Reg was told to go speak to the manager. Fan didn’t even notice him leaving; there was
no reason to. People are called in all the time to be informed of some minor change in schedule
or procedures. This is likely what one would assume as you took off your gardener’s gloves and
ascended the stairs to the manager’s mezzanine office filled with screens and controls. For
example, there will be a switch-out of this fish or vegetable for another, depending on what’s in
demand in the Charter villages. Recently there was a call for Japanese knotweed because it
supposedly prevents certain blood Cs, so now at each meal every Charter adult and child eats
Japanese knotweed, kilos of which anybody can easily pull from the ground beyond the walls
but which, of course, being out there, no one would ever touch.Reg was summoned from his
ladder the day before his free-day.On free-day, Fan was seen sitting by herself in the park,
listening to music through her earbuds. She didn’t appear distraught; apparently Reg (or else
somebody posing as Reg) had messaged her to say that he was occupied, no further



explanation, and would see her the next day. His family was unconcerned; Reg was known to
wander, some- times even beyond the walls. It’s not that he was reckless or dim- witted, though it
must be said that Reg was never going to ace the Exams, not in a millennium. In fact, he didn’t
even bother to take them. He was the sort of kindly, dreamy boy who is prevailed upon by whim
and instinct, and if he sometimes found trouble, it was al- ways the charming kind, such as when
a dog gets his muzzle stuck in a jar of peanut butter. We all recall the time he decided to rig his
harvest tray directly onto his back rather than filling it and bringing it down and then lugging an
empty one back up, and at first it seemed to be working, despite the ungainly appearance, as
he’d gently drop the tomatoes over his shoulder while he stood on the ladder, filling it steadily.
But it got much heavier than he anticipated, and when he momentarily lost balance on the rung,
the fully laden tray tipped him backward. It was a ridiculous mess and the floor forewoman was
furious over the ruined fruit and Reg, his kinky head of hair pulp-sopped and dripping, was lucky
his neck wasn’t broken, for how he landed on that bin. You could only chuckle and think, Reg,
you especially are one fortunate young man for being born inside B-Mor!But when he didn’t
appear the first workday of the week, people began to talk. As always Fan worked in the tanks,
rarely coming up for more than a few minutes straight. At the lunch hour someone went to Reg’s
row house to see if he was ill, and at first no one answered but then his aunt opened the door
just long enough to say that Reg wasn’t there anymore. When asked what “anymore” meant, she
simply replied that they didn’t want to be bothered and shut the door on him like he was any
open counties peddler allowed into B-Mor for the day. And when the shift was over, we asked
Fan what she knew and all she could say was that she, too, had stopped by his family’s house
and been brusquely turned away. The following day Fan asked the forewoman what she knew of
Reg’s whereabouts and she referred her to the manager, who told her that it was now a
directorate-level matter and that he had no idea where Reg was. After that, Fan went to the
succeeding manager and administrator until there was no one else here in B-Mor to query; for
more definitive word from above, she would have to question a Charter person, who (for us) are
as rare a sight as honeybees.A week passed by, then nearly two. There were scattered rumors
and gossip and the broader rumblings of what must be called a genuine vexation, if not anger,
that echoed about the lofty ceilings of the grow facility and on the stoops of the narrow-faced row
houses. In the past few seasons one heard of similar “call-aways” at other facilities, including B-
Mor. Sure, some of us had been summoned from work and sequestered for a few days and then
had been returned to our posts. But Reg was gone. Had his clan made noises of dissent, there
might have been a swell of emotions but they all went about their jobs or studies and did not air a
single word of question or com- plaint, which at first surprised us but soon enough was like a
cold quilt thrown over our corpus, snuffing every atom of ill heat. They were magnificently silent.
For naturally you then think, If his kin are this placid, well . . .And you could think Fan, too, was
mute on the subject, for when- ever one of us would approach her to see if she knew anything,
she’d simply affix her mask and disappear beneath the densely populated waters, or if out on
the block, she’d raise the volume of whatever she was listening to and take an escaping tack on



her scooter. She had a typical cohort of friends and acquaintances from work and the
neighborhood but she receded from them after Reg disappeared, or they from her, even though
there was no shunning going on, more a realization by all that Fan and Reg had come to belong
together and that once unpaired, Fan should be perhaps left alone for a while. No one brought
up his or her theories of what happened to him or why. You would expect the directorate of B-
Mor to put out word official or otherwise of what he had done in order to stall speculation and
focus our attention on some act or crime, but the remarkable thing about a silence so total is that
it soon squares your attention not on the subject but on your very self. For you can’t help but
interrogate your own behavior, actions, tendencies, even the stray skeins of your thoughts, and
not wonder how in the course of the days you may have been close to transgressing some
unspecified limit. It’s like when a toddler has a toy drum or piano and unconsciously taps away at
it without a mote of annoyance from his seemingly copacetic father, right up until one random
ordinary clang, which instantly dissipates the man’s patience and the keyboard ends up
smashed.Did Fan know more than what she let on? She must have known that Reg had done
nothing wrong. He was an innocent, through and through, which is why she admired him. And
isn’t this why we admired Fan, too, this tiny, good girl, who never crossed anyone or went against
even a convention of B-Mor, much less a regulation, until the moment she did? And why, despite
her present notoriety, we think of her still as one of us, one of our number, even as she left us for
the open counties? Some would balk at this, they can hardly utter her name without a stony jaw,
unable to forgive Fan for what she did before disappearing of her own accord as much as for the
greater troubles that arose afterward. For how unnecessary all of it was. And from a certain
perspective this was true. It was unnecessary. She had larger aims for sure, and it can be argued
that she attained some measure of them, but why before leaving she had to poison some of the
tanks is not fathomable. It makes no sense. The funny thing, the oddest thing, even for those of
us who won’t eternally condemn her, is that she caused the deaths of only her own fish, the ones
she so carefully raised.Those poor sweet fish.Read more
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El chele, “un delicioso libro de poesia. Federico describe en sus poemas su romance a la
naturaleza. Su amor a los sonidos de los grillos, de las ranas y de la naturaleza. Pero lo más
importante es la imaginación del poeta pintando con poéticas palabras lo que nuestros ojos
miran todos los días y que sólo Federico puede transformarlo en música poética”

patrick williams, “and great translations,. timeless poetry, universal in scope, and great
translations,”

Ruben D. Spies, “Good book. If you like poems...this is and excellent reading material, just like
all Garcia Lorca's work.. This is a very good book. If you like poems...this is and excellent
reading material, just like all of Garcia Lorca's work.”

susana Hernández, “Four Stars. A Beautiful book!”

ceferino capdevila, “Considero que por siempre sera un gran autor y sus obras se recordaran a
pesar de que las generaciones actuales y futuras. prefieran un ipod, su obra siempre nos
recordara el tiempo que viviamos cuando una poesia era lo mas bello de cualquier
conversacion, ya fuese invocando, el amor a otra persona, la patria o la naturaleza.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Good”

Ros, “Can't miss... and for this price, amazing!. I chose this book because I love Spain's
generation of 27. Everyone should read at least two poets of that generation, one necessarily
being García-Lorca. He is one of the best in the Spanish language.”

Luis Barrios, “Exelelente. Para comprender mejor la obra de Garcia Lorca, services debe
conocer la historia de Espana a finales del Siglo XIX y las cuatro primeras decadas del Siglo XX”

The book by Chang-Rae Lee has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 27 people have provided feedback.
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